
Upcoming Juvenile Law (Dependency and Delinquency) Webinars

The Moral Construction of Poverty: Implications on Race and How to
Move Forward on Wednesday, October 28, 2020 at 12:00 pm - 1:15 pm
Presented by Dr. Khiara M. Bridges, this presentation will consider how ideas
about poverty, socioeconomics and bias inform the approach that the child
welfare system takes in protecting children. Dr. Bridges will help participants
explore the phenomena of blame and punishment and specifically, how this
plays out with poor, system-involved families. In this workshop participants
will identify how justice partners can begin changing this structural
phenomenon in child welfare and juvenile justice with the objective of
improving outcomes for families. Contact: Safina.Motiwala-T@jud.ca.gov

Support for Tribal LGBTQ2S Youth and Adults on Friday, October 30,
2020 at 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
This two-part webinar will feature LGBTQ2S Native American professionals
and survivors of violence presenting on trauma, research, data issues,
resources, and identified solutions. Taking place October 30, Part 2 will focus
on Impact from Violence on Mental Health, Culturally Based Resources and
Solutions. Recording for part 1 here: Play recording Contact:
Vida.Castaneda@jud.ca.gov

The Impact of Implicit Bias in the Child Welfare System on Monday,
November 9, 2020 at 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Presented by Dr. Cameron-Wedding, this webinar will encourage participants
to reflect on how they identify and manage their own implicit biases and the
impact of implicit bias at decision points within the child welfare system. The
presentation will explore how implicit biases can affect outcomes such as how
youth are brought into child welfare systems. Participants will develop an
keener understanding of the extent to which implicit bias can contribute to
the differential handling of children based on race/ethnicity, social class and
gender. Contact: Safina.Motiwala-T@jud.ca.gov

Family Separation & the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) on Tuesday,
November 10, 2020 at 12:00 pm - 1:30 pm
This presentation will provide an overview of contemporary and historic legal
issues impacting Native American communities, how this lead to ICWA
enactment, and ICWA's ongoing focus on maintaining family and tribal
connections. Contact: Vida.Castaneda@jud.ca.gov
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Introduction to Juvenile Court and the Role of the Juvenile
Defender on Thursday, November 12, 2020 at 11:00 am - 1:00 pm
In Defense of Juveniles: What Delinquency Attorneys Need to Know
about Working with and on Behalf of Youth is a six-part webinar-based
training program that explores the duties and responsibilities of counsel for
children and how these apply in various circumstances and stages of
representation. Because of the multi-disciplinary nature of the juvenile justice
system, sessions within this program offer training on topics relevant to the
work of child welfare agencies and probation departments as well as attorneys
and judges.
This session provides participants with an overview of the juvenile court and
its purpose, highlighting key points in the evolution of delinquency
philosophy and procedure from its origin until today. The session will also
explore the specialized role of juvenile defense counsel and the duties and
core ethical obligations in the representation of juveniles. Presenters will
walk through the flow of a typical delinquency case as it enters and moves
through the juvenile court, providing a detailed overview of key hearings and
other critical stages. Commonly used terminology will be defined and recent
case law and legislation will be highlighted. Presenters will lead an
interactive exploration of the concepts of zealous advocacy and client-directed
representation and hypotheticals will be used to illustrate the unique role of
juvenile defense counsel. Contact: USD Children's Advocacy Institute:
info@caichildlaw.org.  For more information about the six-part webinar, visit
this page.

Dependency Writ Petitions During the Pandemic, Part II on
Wednesday, November 18, 2020 at 12:00 pm - 1:30 pm
The training will supplement the training "Dependency Writ Petitions During
a Pandemic" held on June 25, 2020 where participants learned how to
identify the need for and how to prepare a dependency writ. This session will
include an extended question and answer session with Jonathan Grossman
on issues related to writs and issues raised by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Participants are encouraged to submit questions and discussions items before
the training which will be presented to Mr. Grossman prior to the training. 
Designed for juvenile dependency attorneys, this training will also provide
additional information on writs with an emphasis on traditional writs and
issues related to writs and the COVID-19 pandemic. Please email questions
prior to the webinar to Daniel.Richardson@jud.ca.gov. Recording for part 1
here: Play recording Contact: Safina.Motiwala-T@jud.ca.gov
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